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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Remote-maintenance Siemens-S7-PLC with PN-Port with firewall

Remote-maintenance of a Siemens-controller with network-connection via secure
VPN-tunnel and scalable firewall



Serial communication with CP and more S5-assemblies

You have a PC with programming software and a 9pin COM-port as interface? No
problem, for this purpose the PG-UNI-cable is exactly the right product. Connect it to a
Siemens assembly such as H1-CP (CP1430), WF470 and PC or CP-525 with the
CP525-adapter and PC and you're Online.

Network-analysis/-monitoring easy

Analyze network-problems and network-conflicts with little effort. Simply plug the
TINA-II into the network, open website of the integrated web-server via WIFI and start
working.
 No unnecessary search for a hub to record the logs. TINA-II records in the usual
WireShark-format, i.e. save the recording on a PC and view and evaluate it later with
WireShark.
 Monitoring the network, automatically send an email to the administrator if there is no
participant or if there is a new participant (Intrusion-detection into the network)
 Calculate the probability of failure of the participants
 All of this can be achieved with TINA-II



Couppling ProfiNet to MPI/DP inclusive WIFI-interface

Wired or wireless communication (WIFI) via the same adapter with the respective control
Devices from the BRIDGE-family always connect a wired-network with a
wireless-network (WIFI) and a specific PLC-interface. This gives you access to the
directly connected controller via WIFI (with S7 to the entired bus) as well as to the wired
Ethernet. Of course also from wired Ethernet to WIFI and control/bus.
 Always connected to each other, all made possible by the devices of the BRIDGE-family.

Remote-maintenance Siemens-S5-PLC with firewall

Remote-maintenance of a Siemens-S5-controller with S5-LAN++ on PD-port via secure
VPN-tunnel and scalable firewall



Setting the PLC time

Summer-/winter-time switching, yet this buzzword is one term. Always in March and
October the problem of time-change to the PLCs of their plant(s). Capture the controllers
in the "S7-PLC exact time synchronization"-tool and automates setting the time in the
controllers.
 No change on the PLC-program necessary!
 Whether MPI/Profibus via S7-LAN or Profinet!

Interface switch for the S5

PG-interface of the S5-PLC occupies with a panel and program changes in the controller
should be performed? No desire/leisure/possibility to plug permanently between panel and
programming-device? 
 Connect the device from the PG-switch-series to the S5-PLC as well as panel and
programming-device, and you decide who from the two participants (PANEL or PG) with
the control communicates. Whether with toggle-switch (PG-SWITCH) or with 24V DC
(PG-SWITCH-II) or permanently connected by preceding [PANEL and PLC permanently
connected, communication is running; As soon as PG is plugged into PG is also switched;
disconnect PG and panel has access] (PG-SWITCH-III), switching to your requirements
and no permanent change.


